Our Vision

T

o be a professional golf development organisation

focused on serving customers through cutting-edge

technologies that stand for value, innovation and design.

To bring in international standards in developing golf courses.

About Us

S

GDC was formed and incorporated over a decade ago. It is one of the India’s fastest
growing integrated golf course development company. With industry-leading
experience and technology, we specialize in taking turn key projects of golf course
development and other turf based sports, from concept to completion.
With over a decade of experience, SGDC’s years of experience has contributed to an
approach to all projects which screams out one word: Excellence. Our expertise in
matters of high-quality construction and development is second to none.
At SGDC, we believe in providing tailor-made solutions to our clients using best-in-class
technology and in the most sustainable manner.

Our Services

PRE-CONSTRUCTION
SERVICES

GOLF COURSE DESIGN

GOLF COURSE
CONSCTRUCTION

•
•

Site & Climate analysis.
Co-ordinating a variety of soil and water test to determine viability
of land for golf course construction.

•

As per the discretion of the client, design layout can be executed
through an international golf course architect.
Coordinating on behalf of clients with designers towards Golf
Course Design development

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

DRIVING RANGE &
CHIP/PUTT GOLF FACILITIES
CONSTRUCTION

MAINTENANCE SERVICES

•
•

Construction of Golf Driving Range and all features.
Undertaking development of practice areas namely chip and putt
facilities.

•

Carrying out routine maintenance activities on the golf course on a
contractual basis.
Development of maintenance operating procedure guidelines so as
to uphold the highest standards in maintenance practices.
Preparing periodic budgets for maintenance.
Training existing and new manpower for carrying out multiple
functions.

•
•
•

OPERATIONAL SERVICES

Earth moving, rough and fine shaping.
Installation or irrigation systems.
Construction of all features such as greens, fairways, tees, water
bodies and other hazards.
Selection and Sourcing of Turf Grass and development of turn
nursery.
Planning and design execution of cart paths.
Grassing and grow-in activities.

•
•
•

Operational management of the golf course and associated facilities
on a contractual basis.
Hiring and training manpower to uphold the best in golf course
operational practices.
Establishing standard operating procedure guidelines for all staff.
Developing profit centres to extract maximum returns and reduce
the time of return on investment.

LIASING WITH GOLF
COURSE EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIERS

MANPOWER RECRUITMENT
AND TRAINING

RENOVATIONS AND
REMODELING

•

•
•
•
•

Bringing in manpower to work on different facets of the golf course.
Training all manpower on how to perform their functions in the most
efficient manner.
Formulating structured training programmes to tackle each and
every line of job functions.

• Refurbishment of golf facilties.
• Carring out new turf establishment for greens, tees and fairways.
• Renovation of permanent structures like clubhouse, maintenance
house, driving range academy & practice areas.

•

GOLF COURSE IRRIGATION

Liaising with the requisite golf course equipment suppliers to bring in
the appropriate machinery that can maintain the aesthetics of the
golf course.
Preparing budgets and future requirement analysis sheets

•
•

Authorised distribution for India of RainBird Golf Irrigation, having
more than 65% market share in India.
Irrigation design.
Supply of Irrigation System.

Our Credentials

Key Projects
Completed

Classic Golf Resort, Gurgaon
(joint venture with the ITC group)
•

India’s first 27 hole international standard golf course designed
by Jack Nicklaus.

Delhi Golf Club
•
•

Reconstruction of 9 holes of Peacock Course.
Designed by Pacific Coast Design Australia and executed by SGDC.

Tarudhan Valley Golf Resort, Gurgaon
•

First golf centric residential community in India. Golf course designed by
Graham Cooke and executed by SGDC.

Imperial Golf Estate
•

Punjab’s first international standard 18 hole course designed by Jack
Nicklaus.

On Going
Projects

Qutub Golf Course, Delhi
•

Reconstruction of 18 hole Golf Course by SGDC for Delhi
Development Authority, featuring new design of bunkers,
underground drainage, USGA standard Greens & Tees and new
fully Automated Irrigation system.

Kashmir Golf Course
•

18 hole Golf Course designed by Pacific Coast Design and executed by
SGDC with its local JV partner M/s Sofi & Co

Raipur Golf Course, Naya Raipur
•
•

First 18 holes Golf Course to be developed in the central part of India
Designed by Pacific Coast Design from Australia and Project Management by
SGDC

Thenzwal Golf Resort-Mizoram
•

•

First 18 hole Golf Course project developed by any state under the “Swadesh
Darshan Scheme “by Ministry of Tourism India encompassing a resort and a
club house. Designed by Graham Cooke Design, Canada.
Project Management and Design Co-ordination by SGDC along with
irrigation design, supply and installation.

On Going
Projects
(Maintenance)

Pacific Golf Estate, Dehradun (9 Holes)

Tarudhan Valley Golf Course, Gurgaon (9 Holes)

Imperial Golf Estate, Ludhiana (18 Holes)

Lidder Valley Golf Course, Pahalgam (18 Holes)

Mohali Golf Range

Why Us?
Construction | Maintenance | Irrigation

T

he advantages you get at SGDC

SGDC, with its technological expertise and wealth of manpower, is in a unique position
to change the sporting canvas of India far into the future.
Intrinsic to SGDC's contribution and approach towards excellence is the company's
emphasis on utilizing the best in machinery. In addition to machinery, it is our belief that
manpower is the best resource at our disposal, as such, apart from our in-house experts
that work closely with the clients; we also employ and train unskilled labor to increase
efficiencies and yield optimum results.
Both of these components are critical towards the successful development of high quality
golf and other sports grounds. Therefore, we ensure that each function of these requisite
elements move in a synchronous manner so as to give our clients a pristine end product
in the most cost effective manner.Also, Our experience of working with top golf course
designers and construction companies of the world, serves as an added advantage.
The company’s focus towards every project is on maintenance of an ecological balance
to keep pace with nature. Understandably therefore It takes care from the earliest stages
of a project to ensure that there is least possible environmental interference and that the
developments are capable of sustaining a healthy ecology while providing economic
benefits to both developers and the local communities. This is seen in its stress on water
utilisation and management, landscape and ecosystems planning, energy and resources
utilisation and lastly but not the least – effect on people and communities.

Awards & Recognition

Appointed as Distributors for Rain Bird
International for India Region.

Best Golf Academy
Development Golf Range Mohali 2016

Best Golf Course
Development
& Maintenance Company
in 2014 by CII

Best Sustainable
Renovation Project Delhi Golf Club - 2016

F

ollowing an extensive technical
evaluation process, Delhi Golf Club
appointed SGDC India in 2014 to
carry out all of the golf
construction, irrigation and
grassing / grow in works for the
nine-hole redevelopment of Delhi
Golf Club. This work involved a
total redevelopment of all fairways,
greens, tees and bunkers to
International standards.

The work by SGDC India was
undertaken in complete accordance
with PCD requirements to
International standards, was
completed within the agreed
project schedule and within
approved budget. The SGDC India
team was very professional in their
approach to all aspects of the work
as well as supportive of both Delhi
GC and PCD requirement. We
would have no hesitation in either
working with them again or
recommending them for any golf
related construction works."
Phil Ryan,

Director, Pacific Coast Design Pty Ltd

